Alternative splicing is a sophisticated RNA processing mechanism that expands the coding potential of the genome and the proteomic complexity in higher eukaryotes. Splicing requires the recognition of the intron/exon boundaries by a large ribonucleoprotein complex, named the spliceosome, followed by intron excision and ligation of exons to yield the messenger RNA (mRNA) ([@r1]). Since splice sites sequences are short and degenerate, the precise recognition of the exon-intron boundary requires binding of additional trans-acting splicing factors to intronic and exonic sequence-specific motifs, which cooperate with the spliceosome in determining the final splicing outcome ([@r1],[@r2]). Indeed, competition between antagonistic splicing factors for sequences in the nascent pre-mRNA influences splicing of a large number of exons, allowing most human genes to yield multiple splice variants in a context-specific fashion ([@r3]). Nevertheless, such flexible process is prone to errors and dysregulation of alternative splicing underlies many human diseases, including cancer ([@r2]). Of note, recent high-throughput transcriptome analyses have demonstrated that many types of human tumors, including bladder cancer, display a specific "splicing signature", which often exhibit prognostic value and may represent a cancer-specific therapeutic target in patients ([@r4]).

Dysregulation of splicing patterns in cancer may result as a consequence of somatic mutations in regulatory sequences or from aberrant expression/activity of specific splicing factors ([@r2],[@r5]). In this regard, several of these RNA-binding proteins have been shown to impact on tumorigenesis by directly affecting specific gene expression programs. Among them, PTBP1 is emerging as a powerful pro-oncogenic factor in multiple human cancer types. PTBP1 is an essential protein and knockout of the gene encoding this protein in the mouse leads to embryonic lethality ([@r6]), indicating crucial and non-redundant functions played by PTBP1 in the cell. On the other hand, its up-regulation confers increased malignancy in cancer. The pro-oncogenic function of PTBP1 was first reported in gliomas ([@r7]), where it contributes to tumor progression by modulating alternative splicing ([@r8]). Following these initial reports, high levels of PTBP1 were confirmed to associate with aggressive behavior of other types of cancer. In many cases, PTBP1 was reported to exert pro-tumorigenic effects on proliferation, survival, senescence and resistance to chemotherapy by modulating the splicing of cancer-relevant genes, such as fibroblast growth factor receptor-1 and 2, *USP5*, alpha-actinin and *PKM*. Furthermore, PTBP1 plays multiple roles in post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression, including regulation of microRNA biogenesis, mRNA translation and stability. These observations suggest that even a slight alteration of its expression levels may profoundly impact on the regulation of a wide gene expression program, with likely consequences on multiple biological processes. However, since most, if not all, the functions of PTBP1 appear to be dependent on its ability to specifically bind RNA, targeting its RNA-binding activity may represent a suitable therapeutic approach for human cancers in which this splicing factor contributes to tumorigenesis.

Non-muscle invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC) represents the most common and heterogeneous malignancy of the urinary tract. Due to its high recurrence probability and progression rate, the mortality rate and the management costs of NMIBC patients remain high. Despite strong efforts in the last decades, the progress in the management of newly diagnosed NMIBC remains modest ([@r9]). Thus, identification of robust prognostic markers for predicting the clinical outcome and improving therapeutic approaches stands as a major concern for clinicians. In this scenario, expression of pro-oncogenic splice variants of several genes was previously reported also in bladder cancer and it was shown to correlate with disease progression. However, whether splicing dysregulation was caused by specific splicing factors and whether their expression displayed prognostic value remained unclear. To directly address this issue, we performed an unbiased bioinformatics analysis of public databases containing clinical and molecular datasets of patients diagnosed with bladder cancer. In particular, we queried whether the expression of selected splicing factors with known oncogenic relevance was associated with relapse-free survival ([@r10]). Among the 17 splicing factors tested, we identified PTBP1 as a protein possibly linked to NMIBC prognosis and disease progression. The in-silico results were then confirmed by immunohistochemical analysis of specimens from a large cohort of NMIBC patients for whom we collected detailed history and follow-up data. Next, since expression of pro-oncogenic splice variants modulated by PTBP1 in other cellular contexts has been associated also with bladder cancer progression, we investigated the function of PTBP1 in the regulation of these cancer-relevant genes ([@r10]). By using three different bladder cancer cell lines, we showed that PTBP1 directly promoted the oncogenic splice variants of these genes by binding to their pre-mRNA in proximity of the regulated exons. Moreover, for at least one of these genes (i.e., *CD44*), we observed a positive correlation between PTBP1 expression and inclusion of variable exons also in specimens obtained from NMIBC patients, suggesting that dysregulation of *CD44* splicing in bladder cancer patients may be directly caused by altered expression of PTBP1. Collectively, our work highlights a role of PTBP1 in NMIBC progression and suggests that its function is mediated by modulation of alternative splicing of bladder cancer-relevant genes ([@r10]).

Our experimental plan did not allow us to test the prognostic value of PTBP1 expression also in longitudinal studies. Nevertheless, although further research is required to completely identify the mechanisms underlying splicing dysregulation in bladder cancer, our work suggests that PTBP1 and its splicing signature are involved in disease progression and could represent novel predictor markers for NMIBC. Since depletion of PTBP1 strongly limited bladder cancer cell malignancy, it is possible that targeting PTBP1, or its splicing program, will represent the basis for the development of novel therapeutics strategies to treat NMIBC.
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